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HOME
FURNISHINGS



7 8FOYER
Blending contemporary art and traditional architecture and 
furnishings into a stylish mash-up, AFP creates an entry way 
that ushers in a stylish living space.



LIVING
For living rooms of different sizes and styles, AFP provides 
a range of comfortable sofas, coffee tables, display cabinets 
and more to create your signature space.
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        istinctive furnishings
to accommodate unique
specifications and taste

D
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DINING
AFP’s collection of dining table sets, cabinets and sideboards 
come in a range of finishings and diverse styles. Choose from 
marble, glass, wood or stone dining tables and leather, wood 
or fabric chairs.
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KITCHEN
Dynamic style kitchens integrate up and coming trends while 
maintaining seamless and timeless concepts. Quality and 
flawlessly finished kitchen cabinets and accessories epitomize 
leading industry standards.
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17 18BEDROOM
AFP’s perfectly crafted bedroom furniture, including stylish 
bed frames, side tables, benches and chest of drawers come 
together to create a sense of calmness for a relaxing and 
comfortable bedroom environment.



19 20        n oasis of
personal style
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        roviding a serene
   home experience
P



23 24        efining functionality
and comfort
D
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        ringing imagination
to actuality
B



27 28       reativity and innovation
at its peak
C



29 30STUDY
AFP creates a comfortable and functional environment that 
evokes confidence and personal expression; allowing you to 
work smarter and be productive.
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       arving a niche
of personal style
C



33 34MEDIA ROOM
AFP’s profound versatility is evident in the production of 
customizable entertainment options for the home, providing 
an exciting viewing and listening experience with state-of-the-
art gadgets.



35 36TERRACE
AFP’s outdoor furniture solutions are delicately crafted to 
create the relaxation pad of your dreams, with tastefully 
designed lounge furniture to help you relax and unwind.



CORPORATE
FURNISHINGS



39 40OFFICE
AFP offers a full range of office furniture solutions, including 
conference and meeting solutions. Apart from standardized 
items, AFP produces distinct customized furnishing to 
accommodate unique specifications for style as well as usage 
requirements. Both standard and customized furniture are 
designed and produced to balance function with aesthetics, 
creating durable, high-quality and intelligent design solutions 
that positively impact business image and optimize productivity 
and professionalism. 
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        irthing the extraordinary
from the mundane
B
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         ork, eat, play,
and connect
W
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45 46        n atmosphere of
professionalism and
productivity

A
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        n environment for
positive deliberations
A



HOSPITALITY
FURNISHINGS



51 52HOTEL
Our hospitality solutions marries luxury with innovation and 
customized elegant designs, inspiring guest experience and 
setting the project above the competition. For a refurbishment 
or a new start up, AFP offers solutions tailored to stylish 
new interiors, ensuring the project is set at a stylish and 
sophisticated forefront. From beautifully designed guestrooms 
to presidential suites presenting guests with an experience 
exceeding expectations. Exquisitely designed restaurants and 
public areas providing a relaxing and refreshing atmosphere. 
The scope incudes executive meeting and ballroom panelling, 
with modular LED Lights, projecting images using audio-visual 
capabilities, maintaining industry standards.
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         little time to yourself
goes a long way
A
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56         retreat defined by
personal style
A55
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        uxury and class
at your fingertip
L
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59 60BATHROOM
A perfect blend of luxury tiles, vanity tops, and LED illuminated 
mirrors seamlessly work together to transform your bathroom 
space. AFP offers alternative modern styles and outlooks of 
bathroom furniture, fixtures and accessories to match clients’ 
exquisite taste and preference.



AFP has the capacity in terms of machinery and manpower as 
well as the experience to execute highly customized solutions 
to an unmatched standard in Nigeria. AFP’s approach to 
customized solutions is one of precision and the highest 
structural and aesthetic standards. Top quality wood and 
fixtures are utilized, with production carried out in a state-
of-the-art facility utilizing modern machinery. The latest 
advancements in furniture-making techniques combined with 
expert and timeless craftsmanship and precise installation 
guarantee quality fit and finish.
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CUSTOMIZED
SOLUTIONS



        andcrafted the old-fashioned
way with quality materials
and fine workmanship
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Discover and experience an unrivalled display of exquisite 
furniture and interior solutions at AFP’s state-of-the-art 
showrooms. 

SHOWROOM65 66



ABUJA
AFP state-of-the-art showroom located at the heart of the 
Federal Capital Territory in the lush Maitama district; the AFP 
Abuja showroom brings its unique brand of glamour and class 
to a great location.

53 Gana Street
Maitama District | FCT Abuja
Phone: +234 810 237 0237
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LAGOS
The Lagos AFP galleria presents an approachable, yet 
luxurious display, featuring unparalleled life-like galleries, such 
as a live kitchen equipped with top-end appliances, modern 
relaxation lounges, refined executive offices, impressive 
fine dining table sets, lavish bathroom vanity sets and cosy 
bedroom solutions.

33 Sanusi Fafunwa Street
Victoria Island | Lagos
Phone: +234 810 346 0346
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AFP Production Facility:
Plot 820 
Idu Industrial Area | FCT Abuja
Phone: +234 803 906 7305
Email: AFP@julius-berger.com

Julius Berger Nigeria Plc
10 Shettima A. Munguno Crescent 
Utako 900 108 | FCT Abuja
RC No. 6852




